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Author's note: "The Journey" is the story of what my Hartle immigrant ancestors may have experienced in
their journey to America in 1749. The names, dates, and family relationships are factual, taken from the
records, with details of the trip added from published accounts, further described in the footnotes.
Originally published in the Fall 2004 issue of Hartle Heritage, a family newsletter published 1998-2007,
the story was subsequently the first chapter of the book, Hans Georg Hertel and Anna Margaretha
Gramlich and Their Descendants, published in 2012. — Richard Hartle

T

he cool air of the September night
wafting through the open hatch above
felt refreshing to Anna Margaretha as
she lay there wondering what
America would be like. She was glad that the
sailors had left the hatch open this night. It was
stifling hot with so many people packed into the
ship’s hold. The unbearable stench from body
odors, the residue of seasickness, and other illness,
and the humidity from so many bodies made it
difficult to breath. Toilet facilities were atrocious,
and ventilation was almost non-existent.
The wooden box-like bunks were barely large
enough for one person, and she had to share hers
with one of the boys. The few blankets they
brought provided little cushion on the hard boards.
She decided the bunks were better than lying on the
hard deck floor, which was littered with dirt and
debris that had accumulated after several weeks at
sea. The decks were supposed to be washed down
with vinegar each day, but it had only been done a
couple of times since they left England.1
The jugs of beer and bottles of wine that they
brought were gone now and some of the beer that
was on the ship had gone sour. Water from the
storage barrels was foul and not safe to drink.
Some of the people had gotten sick from it. The
salt meat that was available tasted terrible and
made you more thirsty. The dried beef, cheese and
bread that they brought with them was long gone.
She still had a few of the dried prunes they had
brought, and she let Jörg and the boys have only
one or two apiece each day. The sea biscuits

provided on the ship were so hard they had to be
soaked in beer or they would break your teeth, and
you had to knock out the weevils and spiders
before soaking them.2 There were a few days that
some of the women were able to cook some beans
over charcoal in one of those metal boxes called
braziers on the open deck, but most of the time the
ship pitched and rolled too much to have any fire.
Some of the dried beans and peas were full of bugs
too.
For the first two or three weeks, the crew had
given them some good cheese, but all that they had
now was moldy. Nothing was in very good
condition following that storm a week ago when
the seawater blew in and soaked everything. She
hoped that their blanket chest in the cargo hold was
not damaged. Except for the blankets and the
clothes they were wearing, it held everything that
they owned. Jörg treasured the big Bible that was
packed in it. There was one day when the storm
was at its worst they were so fearful that the ship
would go down, and all they could do was hold
onto each other and pray. The only good thing
about the storm was that they were able to catch
some fresh water, although some tasted like tar
after dripping off the sails and rigging. The
rainwater was much better than seawater for
washing their clothes too.3
Some of the passengers got the ship fever. She
saw two of them die and were thrown overboard. It
was hardest on the small children. One woman had
really become hysterical when her baby died, and
they had to throw it overboard. Margaretha was so
thankful that Friederich and Martin had not gotten
sick. They are only two and four years old, and one
sailor told her that most children their age did not
survive the ocean crossing.4
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(Continued from page 2)

Why had she agreed with Jörg to leave their
home with their two young boys to venture on
such a miserable and perilous journey? Even
though things had become so expensive, they did
have a place to live. They were not as bad off as
the peasants whose crops had been ruined and
grazing lands restricted. With their low wages
and the taxes they had to pay to the Freiherrn
things were difficult, though.

The last year had been very difficult for Anna
Margaretha. One year ago in early April her
father, Hans David, had died.5 That was very
hard on the family, especially since their revered
pastor was away and could
not give the funeral sermon
or provide any consolation
for them. Their friends and
other villagers were very
sympathetic, however, and
gave them a lot of help.
Then in December her
favorite Uncle Frantz, her
mother’s older brother, died.
That was unexpected even though he was more
than seventy years old. The worst blow was the
death of her mother on the 28th of February. She
and her mother were very close, and she had her
mother’s name, Margaretha. The only bright
spot in the past year was the birth of Jörg’s
nephew, Michael, in September at Adelsheim.
After her mother died Anna Margaretha was
so depressed and gloomy. But then Jörg said
some of the men in the village had been talking
about going to the New World across the sea, and
he got the idea that they could go too. There had
been flyers posted in the village about the
wonders of America, and a Neulander was
organizing a group to leave from Rotterdam.6
Some of the things they had heard about this
place in the English colonies called Pennsylvania
really sounded like paradise with land so
plentiful and cheap that they could have their
own estate. Thinking about the possibility of
going to a place like that and talking with her
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friends about what it would be like really got her
excited and made her feel like herself again.
After they sold her mother’s house in
Eberstadt, they thought they had plenty of money
to pay for the passage. Of course they had to pay
what they owed to Jörg’s brother, Bastian, and to
her brother, Philipp Ernst, and then with the ten
percent emigration tax, they only had about 80
Florins for the trip.7 For the fare on the riverboat
they had to pay 8 Florins and 30 Kreuzer apiece
for her and Jörg.8 They did tell them that Martin
wasn’t four yet since children under four years
old were not charged any fare. After all, he was
just four in January. All of the tolls they had to
pay coming down the Neckar and the Rhine to
Rotterdam took a lot more of what they had.9
The trip coming down the rivers on the boat
in June was really enjoyable except for stops at
all of those customs houses. There were at least
thirty of them. What made her mad was how
irritating the customs officials were in taking
their good old time letting the boat pass through.
Especially that nasty old Prussian at Andernach,
who made them wait an extra day. He said the
king wanted them to go to Prussia’s eastern
provinces, but he let them pass when the boatman
made it worth his while.
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inter in Ohio (and most of the
country) has been brutally cold, but
that has not slowed down your
Chapter leaders from planning
exciting events for 2014. At the January Board
Meeting there was considerable discussion and
enthusiasm for the upcoming chapter seminars and
the Palatines to America National Conference. The
Spring Seminar takes place on April 12, 2014 at the
Columbus Metropolitan Library with Ernie Thode
and other experts delivering a program titled
Starting the Path into German Genealogy. While it
should be especially helpful for beginning and
intermediate level genealogists, there is always
something new for the experts, too. This theme is
continued at the National Conference (The Road to
Your German Ancestors) which this year will be
held in Columbus! We expect many of our
members and guests will want to attend this event.
Nationally known speaker, Dr. Roger Minert, along
with other well-known experts will be leading
multiple presentations on June 27-28, 2014. Please
don’t delay making your conference and hotel
reservations! For additional information see
www.palam.org. We have several ideas in mind for
the Fall Seminar. You will hear more about that
event soon.
In the meantime, consider attending a
session of the German Community Forum Series on
the fourth Saturday of the month at the Columbus

Metropolitan Library. This month the discussion
will be lead by Russ Pollitt who will talk about
Finding German Resources in the library and online.
As a service to the genealogy community,
Ohio Pal Am sponsors several free workshops
throughout the state every year. At the last
workshop held on November 23, 2013, 150 people
came to hear PalAm member, Barbara Bauer,
discuss Lands of the German Empire in Dayton at
the Liederkranz-Turner Rathskeller! Ohio PalAm
member Louise Gaetner is also an active member of
Liederkranz-Turner and we thank her for the
tremendous job she did publicizing the event. The
next scheduled free workshop will take place in
November at the Zoar Village Society of Zoar,
Ohio. Other workshop sites are being evaluated.
I received several emails from the members
concerning the last issue of the Palatine Heritage.
The emails were filled with appreciation and praise.
While news of our activities is always appreciated
and needed, the various articles were mentioned as
being particularly interesting. If you would like to
have some of your research considered for
publication, please contact our Publications Chair,
Shelley Bishop (ShelleyKB@aol.com). We are
anxious to hear from you.

Vern Erickson
Our mailing address is:

Become a Fan on
Facebook, search for
Ohio Chapter Palatines
to America.
Come check out
all of the ways you
can keep up with
us.

Or Follow us on
Twitter:
www.twitter.com/palamoh

PO Box 302 Worthington,
OH 43085
If you need directions for
accessing the “Members Only”
section on the website, contact
Roberta Newcomer
rnewcome@columbus.rr.com
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he Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County was one of four Ohio libraries
awarded a federal LSTA grant from the State Library of Ohio with matching funds from
OPLIN (Ohio Public Information Network) to create a network of coordinated Digitization
Hubs. Together with The Cleveland Public Library, Columbus Metropolitan Library, and
Toledo, Lucas County Public Library, the Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County will serve
as regional digitization centers with specialized state of the art technology to digitize and archive, for
online access and hardcopy reproduction, rare and culturally significant materials located in their libraries. Once established, the hubs will also serve other libraries, museums, archives, and local communities.
The project promises to provide a new level of online accessibility for hard to find genealogical
and local history materials. Implementation of the first phase is scheduled for completion this year.
Watch for details as the project progresses
Thanks to the Hamilton County Genealogical Society for this information.
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Palatines to America is a non-profit organization dedicated to finding
the origins of German-speaking ancestors in Europe. Membership
dues per year (October 1 through September 30): USA residents •
$35 individual • $40 family
Make checks payable to Membership Registrar, Palatines to America.
Payment includes both National and Chapter dues.
The OH Chapter of Pal Am publishes Palatine Heritage Newsletter
with quarterly issues in February, May, August, and November.
Published articles may be copied for non-commercial use by
genealogists or for reprint if proper credit is given: Palatine Heritage,
Ohio Chapter of Palatines to America, copyright 2010.
Queries are welcome and will be printed in two (2) successive
newsletters. Please use genealogically accepted format and
abbreviations.
Contributions to Heritage are encouraged. Articles should not exceed
600 words. If materials submitted are copyrighted, proof of
authorization to publish must be provided; sources from other
magazines must be cited so appropriate credit can be given.

Palatines to America 2013 Membership Application
Membership Year: 01 October 2012 to 30 September 2013
(Your member number can be found on the mailing label of any publication)
Name (1) ______________________________________ Member # _______________
Name (2) ______________________________________ Member # _______________
Street Address ______________________________________________
City/State __________________________________________________
Zip _________________ Phone _______________________________
E-mail _____________________________________________________
Chapters: Member ship Optional (Cir cle one) CO
U.S. Annual Dues (includes member ship in one chapter ):
Individual + Chapter
$35
Family + Chapter
$40
Life + Chapter
$875
Canada/Mexico Annual Dues:
Individual + Chapter
$43
Family + Chapter
$48
Life + Chapter
$875
Other Countries Annual Dues:
Individual
$50
Family
$55

IN NC NY OH PA

None

Annual Dues:________

Additional Chapter Memberships (Do not select chapter named above):
CO IL IN NC NY OH PA None
# of Chapters ____ x $8.00 (U.S.) = $_________
Canada/Mexico - $9.00, Other Countries - $15.00
Additional Chapters:________
International Members (Additional Postage):
Canada/Mexico - $8, Other Countries - $15

International Postage:________

Support the Ohio Chapter with your tax-deductible donation:
Become a Friend of the Ohio Chapter - $15
Become a Supporter of the Ohio Chapter - $50
Become a Patron of the Ohio Chapter - $100
Ohio Chapter Donation:________
National PalAm Patter Newsletter
Online at www.palam.org - No Charge
Printed Copies - $5.00

Printed Patter Option:________

Total Enclosed: ___________
Send check payable to Palatines to America to:
Palatines to America, P.O. Box 141260, Columbus, Ohio 43214
Want to renew your membership online? Go to www.oh-palam.org/ and click on Renew Now on the righthand side.

Ohio Chapter — Palatines to America Donation Form
OHIO Chapter – Palatines to America* is a non-profit organization. We invite you to support our
society’s efforts to maintain, enhance and disseminate information on German genealogy.

Yes, I want to support the Ohio Chapter’s educational efforts. Enclosed is my donation for:
$500 Goenner / Benefactor
$100 Schirmherr / Patron
$50 Anhaenger / Supporter
$15 Freund / Friend
Other $____________

Name
Address

City, State, Zip

Email

Phone

Send your tax-deductible contributions payable to:
OH Chapter – Palatines to America
P.O. Box 302
Columbus, OH 43085
Thank you for your support!
* 501 c (3) non-profit designation

GOERNER/BENEFACTOR
$500
Arlene Castor

FRUEND/FRIEND $25
John Henry Ramey
Cecelia Carvalho

SHIRMHERR/PATRON $100
Gary Martzolf
Thomas Gerke
Marilyn Trelvik
Roberta Newcomer

OTHER
Mary Shellenbarger
Lloyd and Linda Spencer
Virginia Smith
Jeffry Yoest
Vern Erickson
Ann Kapoor
James Root
Carol and Thomas Swinehart

ANHAENGER/SUPPORTER
$50
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bicking

Kay Jean Irvine
Gerald Damerow
Ellsworth Holden
Kathryn Teeple Marshall
David Bennett
Debra Collins
Bonnie Baker
James Waldorf
Donald Bortz
Shelley Bishop
Harry and Linda Strauss
Nancy Riley

OHIO Chapter PalAm
Mail Order Price List for Publications & Other Sale Items
Rev. 1/19/13
Full descriptions of all items can be seen on our website –
www.oh-palam.org/bookstore, where you may also place your order.
Beginning Genealogy
Beginning Genealogy: Start It Right! - Dr. Arta F. Johnson ... copyright 1993
The Very Basics of German Genealogy - Kenneth L. Smith ... copyright 1993
German Research
A Guide to the Spelling & Pronunciation of German Names - Dr. Arta F. Johnson … c 1981
Eighteenth Century Emigrants from Langensbold in Hesse to America – Annette Kunselman
Burgert, FGSP, FASG … copyright 1997
Eighteenth Century Emigrants from Northern Alsace to America – Annette Kunselman Burgert,
FGSP, FASG … copyright 1992
German Genealogical Research - George K. Schweitzer, PhD … copyright 2003
How to Read German Church Records Without Knowing Much German- Dr. Arta F. Johnson …
copyright 1980

Nineteenth Century Emigrants from Baden-Wuerttemberg, vol. 1 - Bridgitte Burkett … c 1997
Palatine Origins of Some Pennsylvania Pioneers– Annette Kunselman Burgert, FGSP, FASG …
copyright 2000

People of the Palatinate (revised edition) - Dr. Arta F. Johnson … copyright 1981, rev.1989
The Origins, Development & Meanings of German Names - Dr. Arta F. Johnson …
copyright 1984

U.S. German Research
Civil War Genealogy - George K. Schweitzer, PhD … copyright 2003
Genealogical Research for GA, IL, IN, KY, MA, MD, MO, NC, NY, OH, PA, SC, TN, VA
(separate book for each state) - George K. Schweitzer, PhD … copyrights 1993-2005
Germans Into and Out of Ohio Before 1850 - Ernest Thode… copyright 1993
Handbook of Genealogical Sources - George K. Schweitzer, PhD … copyright 1996
Migrations West & Backtracking East - Dr. Arta F. Johnson With Merlin C. & Eva M. Finnell …
copyright 1984

Revolutionary War Genealogy - George K. Schweitzer, PhD … copyright 1997
War of 1812 Genealogy - George K. Schweitzer, PhD … copyright 2004
Other Items:
Tote Bags
--“Boat tote” style with PalAm logo - 17”X16”X4”
--Shoulder style with PalAm logo - 16”x14.5”x3”
--Flat - 14”x14”
T-shirts…..Large and Medium sizes
(PalAm 1999 National Conference logo on front)
PalAm National logo clipper ship pin
Clipper ship logo ball cap

Free shippping. Sales tax of 6.75% for OHIO RESIDENTS ONLY
To place an order, make checks payable to Ohio Chapter PalAm and mail to:
Ohio Chapter PalAm/Bookstore
PO Box 302, Worthington, OH 43085
OR go to: www.oh-palam.org/bookstore. You may pay via PayPal when ordering online.
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10. Wokeck, Trade in Strangers, p. 63. In 1735 the
Dutch authorities imposed strict regulations on the
riverboats transporting German emigrants. The use of
soldiers for escort was to prevent the emigrants from
running off or being left behind in Holland.
11. There is no known painting or drawing of the
Patience, but by definition a ship was a three-masted
square rigged vessel. It made at least seven annual
crossings of the Atlantic from 1748 to 1754, all but the
first and last with Hugh Steel as captain. An
advertisement in the Pennsylvania Gazette of October
5, 1749 states, “The ship has good accommodations for
passengers, and is a prime sailer.”(Reprint of
Pennsylvania Gazette, p. 374, HSP)
The tonnage of ships was recorded in several
different designations, registered, measured, and cargo.
Registered tonnage was the legal tonnage for a vessel
on the certificate of registration from which port fees
and other charges were calculated. Measured tonnage
denotes the size of the vessel used in its construction
and sale. Cargo tonnage was the vessel’s real carrying
capacity in terms of actual cargo. (John J. McCusker,
The Pennsylvania Shipping Industry in the 18th
Century, HSP Misc. Monographs 1740-1973, AM3381)
Wokeck shows the Patience as 80 tons in most listings,
but 200 tons in 1752. Klaus Wust states, “The
Patience, 200 tons, 8 guns and a crew of 16, was owned
by two veterans of the immigrant trade, Captains John
Brown and John Stedman.” (“Direct German
Immigration to Maryland in the 18th Century,” The
Report, A Journal of German-American History, Vol.
37, Baltimore, 1978, p.23.
12. Wokeck, p. 243. Ms. Wokeck was unable to
determine if the dates given for departure from the
ports of Rotterdam and Cowes were by the Julian or
Gregorian calendar. The Gregorian or “new style”
calendar was adopted by the Catholic areas of Germany
and The Netherlands in the 1500s-1600s. It was not
adopted in the Protestant areas of continental Europe
until 19 February 1700 when the following day became
1 March 1700. It was not adopted by Great Britain
until 2 September 1752 at which time 11 days were
dropped from the calendar making the next day 14
September.
The date of departure from Rotterdam was
undoubtedly by the Gregorian calendar (new style).
The Julian calendar would have been used in Cowes,
England at the time, which would have made the time
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between departures from the two ports as 28 days. The
time then from Cowes to Philadelphia would have been
49 days. That agrees with a notation in a Philadelphia
newspaper that the trip was made “By Capt. Steel, in
about seven weeks from Cowes.” (The Pennsylvania
Journal or Weekly Advertiser, September 21, 1749, p.
1, original issue at The Library Company,
Philadelphia.) The usual time required to make the
crossing at that time was 8-10 weeks depending on the
weather and prevailing wind. Several ships made the
trip from land to land in as little as four weeks,
however, some unfortunate voyages took as long as
three months or more. (Wokeck, p. 115)
13. Karl Diefenbacher, Ortsippenbuch Schweigern,
Landkreis Tauberbischofsheim in Baden (Grafenhausen
bei Lahr, Baden, Germany: Albert Köbele, 1968) p.
163. (LDS film #1440783) Except where referenced
elsewhere the names and dates for Hans Georg’s family
and relatives are from the above source and the
following sources: Schweigern Evangelische
Kirchenbuch, 97944 Schweigern bei Boxberg,
Germany (LDS microfilm #12383170); Bobstadt
Evangelische Kirchenbuch, 97944 Bobstadt bei
Boxberg, Germany (LDS microfilm #1238314).
14. Ibid, p. 164 This most likely was the cavalry
regiment of Prince Friedrich Michael von PfalzZweibrücken. Schweigern was a territory of the Pfalz
(Bavarian Palatinate) at that time.
15. Kirchenbuch Adelsheim (Church book of
Adelsheim), located at the Archiv der Evangelischen
Landeskirche in Baden, Karlsruhe, Germany. I do not
believe this particular book is on an LDS microfilm.
16. Kirchenbuch Evangelische Kirche Adelsheim,
Taufen, Tote, 1701-1763. (LDS microfilm #1189255)
17. Research report to author from Prof. Dr. Burkhart
Oertel, Neubiberg bei München, Germany, Jan. 1991.
18. Schweigern Evangelische Kirchenbuch, 97944
Schweigern bei Boxberg, Germany (LDS microfilm
#12383170
19. Familienarchive der Freiherren Rüdt von
Collenberg-Eberstat, Abteilung 69, #A59,
Generallandesarchiv, Karlsruhe, Germany.
20. Personal interview by the author with Frau Angela
von Knoff, descendant of Anna Clara Rüdt von
Collenberg, at Schloss Eberstadt on 8 Sept. 2001.
21. Kirchenbuch 1590-1965, Evangelische Kirche
Sindolsheim (A. Adelsheim), LDS microfilm #
1189262.
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ne afternoon a few years ago, my aunts
and I were sorting through some old
pictures and cards that my grandmother,
Nora Eberhard Ballenger, had kept.
There were some older pictures, which I gratefully
scanned and copied, but a lot of newer ones too,
including many of my own children that I had
actually given Grandma. The day was not yielding
as much “good stuff” as I had hoped.
I happened to mention to my aunt that I was
looking for something that might tell me whether
Nora’s father’s name was John Llewellyn or
Llewellyn John Eberhard. He usually went by the
latter, but it appeared in various records both ways.
“I wonder if that’s what that is?” she mused.
“What?” I asked. “Oh, it’s down the basement. It’s
all rolled up. I don’t know what it is.” Well, I was
curious by then. I asked if she’d look. She said
she’d see if she could find it. Whatever it was.
She came up awhile later with two thin,
brittle, rolled-up parchments. We gingerly unrolled
one. Now, I’d never seen anything like it before,
and neither of us could read a word of German, but
it didn’t take long to figure out what it was. It was
pay dirt: his original baptismal fraktur, in all its
decorated glory. And she not only had one for John
Llewellyn (as it turns out he was named), but she
had one for his wife, Mary Madina Comfort, as
well.
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Nora was the eleventh out of sixteen
Eberhard children who lived to adulthood. How the
frakturs happened to go to her is a mystery to me.
She never mentioned them, to my knowledge. And
if I hadn’t wondered aloud that day, I imagine
they’d still be hiding out in my aunt’s basement.
My aunt generously made full-size copies
of the certificates for me. What you see here is the
section with the baptismal information. I haven’t
had it translated by an expert, but I believe it says
something to this effect:
Mr. David Eberhart
and his wife Catharina
who was born Eisenhart
had born to them a son on the 29th day
of January in the year 1868
This son was born in Upper Milford
Township Lehigh County, in
the state of Pennsylvania in North America and
on the 16th day of May in the year
1868 has been baptized
By his reverence pastor W. Kath
and given the name John Llewellen
The sponsors are:
Joel Schafer and his wife Polly

Just goes to show, you never know unless you
ask!
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here are many genealogy blogs out there on the interwebs. Trying to keep track of all of them can be challenging. Here are five
blogs that I consider to be among the best reading in the field. They cover various aspects of genealogy, and will give you great
help.

News: Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter
Dick Eastman does a wonderful job of getting information out there. If something is happening in the field of genealogy, he will hear about it
and let you know. You can also find great reviews of books, and software. Dick also leans on his decades of experience in the computer
industry to discuss issues around technology.
DNA: The Genetic Genealogist
If you don't know the difference between x, y, mt, and autosomal (a), then this blog is for you. Blaine Bettinger brings his experience in
biochemistry to explain genomics to you in plain English. There is a certain level of technical language that always has to accompany scientific
topics like this. But Blaine does his best to keep the dry talk to a minimum and to make it easy to comprehend for the average reader.
Technology: Hack Genealogy

Over the last few years Thomas MacEntee has made quite a name for himself in incorporating technology and social media into
genealogy. This year he launched Hack Genealogy, dedicated to "re-purposing today's technology for tomorrow's genealogy." As
Thomas describes it, "Hack Genealogy is about sharing technology resources, discussing our personal interactions with technology, and
moving the entire genealogy community forward in terms of how it embraces technology." I recently had the pleasure of doing an
interview for Thomas for the site. You will find a great deal of technology news and advice here.
The Law: The Legal Genealogist
Just as scientific topics (such as DNA) can be dry and boring, discussing the law can be a major snooze. Not so whenever Judy G.
Russell is involved. She makes ever topic interesting and informative. Mixed in with her discussion of legal topics are personal stories that
resonate chords in any reader. This is one of the blogs I read most frequently, and I've obtained invaluable information from Judy's personal,
and sometimes humorous, discussions.
Opinion: RootDig
John Michael Neill writes multiple blogs, and it took me a moment or two for me to decide which to highlight here. But RootDig is
one that I truly enjoy. Michael John calls it like it is, and takes people to task for mistakes, errors, and problems, as well as providing kudos to
those who merit it. He also shares experiences from his own research that can help you with your own brick walls. One of my recent favorites
was Don't Forget to Include Why You Didn't Include It.
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GERMAN COMMUNITY FORUM SERIES
JOIN US AS WE CONTINUE THIS SERIES IN 2014!
February 22
March 22
April 26

German Resources in Libraries and Institutions—Russ Pollitt
Germany and German Travelers—Nancy Ottman
German Borders 1648-Present— Barbara Bauer

ALL FORUM SESSIONS OCCUR AT THE COLUMBUS METROPOLITAN LIBRARY
94 S. GRANT AVE. IN THE THIRD FLOOR BOARDROOM FROM 10:00 AM TO
NOON.
Everyone is welcome to attend... no advance registration is necessary. Watch the chapter
website for latest information at www.oh-palam.org

The following new Chapter members joined between November, 2013 and January, 2014

CHRISTIAN ANTEL – SANDUSKY, OH
BRIAN HARTZELL – PERRYVILLE, OH
JAMES SIMONIS – E. AMHERST, NY

The roster of the Ohio Chapter, Palatines to America is now 364
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COMING EVENTS
February 22
March 22

Community Forum Series, Resources in Libraries, etc. —Columbus Metropolitan Library
Community Forum Series, Germany and German Travelers—Columbus Metropolitan Library

April 12
April 26
June 25-28
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